
TomTom GO 
The ultimate car navigator



Introduction

The TomTom team would like to introduce you to the new TomTom GO range - the ultimate car navigator.

Although we are often top of the reviewer’s charts, we are constantly developing our products to include new 
technologies – we love to innovate! And that innovation is in response to our customers needs – we listen to 
you and use that feedback to make TomTom devices and services even better. With this in mind, we are now 
proud to present the new GO range, with:

New! IQ Routes™ technology:

• get the most effi cient route using actual road speed data

• get more realistic journey and arrival times

• drive more relaxed knowing you are using the best route possible.

New! Advanced lane guidance:

• even clearer lane information for those tricky junctions

• never miss your turning again.

The TomTom GO range has the full range of extras you have come to expect.

Easy to use:

• large screen – 4.3 inches

• great user interface, with clear maps

• speech recognition. Just say where you’re going!

• personalised short-cut menu of your favourite features.

Equipped with better maps:

• TomTom Map Share™ – instant map updates from the TomTom community

• latest map guarantee.

Safe:

• extensive Help Me! emergency menu, with roadside assistance, local help, safety and medical information

• high quality hands free phone calls

• warnings when approaching schools and places of worship.

Fun:

• record the spoken navigation instructions yourself

• play your digital music over your car stereo with the built-in FM transmitter

• rich POI descriptions

• send or receive content via Bluetooth®.

The ultimate car navigator – the new TomTom GO.



Technical Specifi cation

• CPU 400 MHz, 64MB RAM

• 4.3” widescreen 16:9 format LCD (WQVGA: 480*272 pixels)

• 4GB internal fl ash memory

• SD/MMC card socket

• High sensitivity GPS receiver

• TMC traffi c information receiver (included with T versions)

• Integrated FM transmitter

• Bluetooth®

• USB 2.0

• Battery lithium-polymer (up to 5 hours operation)

• Optimised integrated microphone and speaker for high quality hands-free functionality

• Dimensions: 118 mm x 83 mm x 24 mm

• Weight: 220 grams



IQ Routes™ technology

TomTom IQ routes™ puts the driving experience of millions of TomTom users into your maps, 
calculating your route based on actual speeds driven on roads compared to speed limits.

We all know that we drive a different way on a Monday morning to the other side of town than we do on a 
Sunday afternoon. The fastest route may differ by the time or day of the week. This is especially true when 
driving through a city centre or other urban areas – anything from traffi c lights to shopping crowds have an 
effect on your trip. Obstructions like these make you drive more slowly than the maximum speed limit legally 
allowed on those roads.

TomTom IQ Routes takes away the guesswork, giving you handy ‘shortcuts’ by allowing for these hold ups. It 
takes account of all types of ‘fi xed’ delay in its route calculation, including roundabouts, speed bumps, railway 
crossings, steep slopes and sharp bends in mountains. It also allows for more unpredictable delays, like 
shopping crowds and children leaving school.

Let’s take an example:

The standard shortest route from London City Airport to Paddington at a relatively quiet time, and with few 
hold-ups, should take 20 minutes, driving 9.5 kilometres.

However, that same shortest route will typically take 29 minutes during a busier period. And this is reality 
most of the time.

 



Using ‘local knowledge’ gained from the actual travel experiences of thousands of TomTom users on these 
very roads, IQ Routes™ instantly works out the optimal route from London City Airport London, to (city centre 
address). It also calculates your realistic journey time, based on real speeds people are able to drive, not just 
speed limits.

As you can see, in this case your route is now 10.5 kilometres longer, but will save you seven minutes (and a 
good deal of stress!). Now that’s a shortcut!

Seven minutes may not sound much, but it’s over 28% off the journey time. Just consider for a moment how 
much time that will save over a whole year… Exactly! 



Traditional routing, using maximum speed limits

Traditional routing methods use maximum speed limits in their calculations, which is great in theory. However, 
this information is not accurate in practice because of all the things a speed restriction sign cannot know – 
but local drivers can. 

It does this by using the trip data from more than seven million TomTom customers worldwide and is 
downloaded when they connect their device to TomTom HOME. This is a seamless exercise, and anonymous, 
effectively using the experiences of the whole TomTom community to deliver real value back to those with the 
IQ Routes feature.

The data is analysed to discover actual patterns in driving speeds. The traditional method used 0.85% of 
the maximum speed limit in its calculation – IQ Routes uses the speeds people are actually driving on those 
roads. Since we are working with real information, all kinds of local delay are picked up, and the device uses 
this information to plan a route that will get you there more quickly, even if the maximum speed limit on the 
smarter route is the same or lower. Effectively, this means that all TomTom users can drive like a local, with 
the ability to take the fastest ‘local’ route, even in places they don’t know.

These more reliable speed patterns can be quite different to the limit. How many times have you passed 
a speed limit sign in traffi c thinking ‘if only I was actually going this fast…’? This is exactly the kind of 
information IQ Routes taps into to give users routes that they can rely on.

With IQ Routes users can be satisfi ed that they are taking the best route possible, making drives more 
comfortable and predictable, getting there on time and stress-free.

This technology is part of the next generation of navigation, delivering real smart routing for the 21st Century.

 



Advanced lane guidance

The advanced lane guidance feature on the new TomTom GO gives added visual clarity of direction when 
users get to major junctions on motorways and main roads where there are multiple lanes.

On a motorway, the ‘junction view’ appears on the screen, a realistic 3D representation of the junction with a 
blinking arrow above the lane you need to take. This makes it clear where you should be to go the way you 
want. The view appears at the same time as the voice instruction (800m before the junction). It shows the 
number of lanes, the lane dividers and the geometry of the road for 200m after the junction.

[NB this is not the picture to use – check for updated ones!]

This view enhances the standard guidance information for all junctions which sits on the Status Bar along the 
bottom of the screen. It always tells you the correct lane to be in for your junction, highlighting the relevant 
lane(s) for your route. It appears when the voice instruction tells you the turning is coming up and shows the 
distance to the junction, giving you the information when you need it. After you have passed the junction, the 
lane information disappears, returning to the traditional view, ready for the next major junction!

As you can see above, both guides are cleverly designed so that they don’t obstruct one another or the rest of 
the screen. This means that you can still see all of the other information you rely on.

The lane guidance feature is developed from Tele Atlas mapping data and comes as part of your map. The 
amount of junctions the data covers is growing all the time, meaning that this feature is, along with maps 
generally, constantly improving. Currently the data covers all motorway junctions in a number of countries 
and main junctions in major cities.

With advanced lane guidance on your side, you can sit back and relax, safe in the knowledge that you will 
always be in the correct lane at the correct time and not miss your junction. It also proves benefi cial to your 
journey time, which could be dramatically increased if you miss a major junction.


